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Crossover effects in the wetting of adsorbed films in linear wedges
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We have measured the growth of liquid Ar adsorbed on arrays of linear wedges structured in different ways.
In the most regular patterns, a clear crossover from a planarlike to a geometry-dependent growth behavior is
observed. This crossover is found to depend on the characteristic wedge size and its position, in the case of a
regular pattern, agrees well with theoretical predictions. Near liquid-vapor bulk coexistence, the film mass is
observed to diverge as a power law of the chemical potential difference from saturation with an exponent in
very good agreement with the value of22 expected for a linear wedge. This exponent is not affected by the
opening angles of the wedges. The form of the next-to-leading order singular term in the asymptotic divergence
of the mass has also been investigated. The experimentally determined value of the exponent is consistent with
the expected theoretical result of24/3.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the geometry of the substra
strongly affects the growth of an adsorbed film. This probl
has been studied for many years, both for its technolog
applications and for its interest in the statistical mechanic
the interfaces. Recent progresses in the fabrication of mi
patterned substrates for microfluidic applications@1# have
stimulated the study of fluid adsorption at tailored surfa
@2#. The study of the wetting behavior of liquid films i
wedges has shown a rich variety of recent phase transit
that are extremely sensitive to the shape of the confin
geometry@3–7#.

In particular, a linear wedge formed by the union of tw
planes was first studied as a simplified example of the ge
etry of a corrugated medium@8,9# and then investigated be
cause of its strong influence on the growth of an adsor
liquid film @10#. For instance, it is predicted that the contin
ous filling transitions can occur in three-dimensional~3D!
wedge geometries made from substrates exhibiting fi
order wetting transitions@4#. If instead, the surfaces formin
the corner are completely wet at coexistence, general sca
analysis arguments, supported by numerical and effective
terfacial model calculations, predict geometry-depend
critical exponents for the wetting film confined in a pow
law wedge@11#. The height profiles of these channels ha
the formh5Auyug, whereA is a constant,y the lateral coor-
dinate measured from the bottom of the channel, and
exponentg.0 characterizes its curvature. A marginal val
of the height exponentg* (g* 51/2 for van der Waals
forces! is expected such that forg.g* , there is a crossove
from planarlike to geometry-dependent behavior, whose
cation depends on the size of the channels@11#.
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We have verified these predictions by measuring, with
torsional oscillator, the adsorption of liquid Ar on arrays
linear wedges (g51). More precisely, we have studied film
of Ar because it completely wets most solid surfaces due
its low polarizability. It is also very pure, characterized b
simple van der Waals interactions and easy to thermocon
by using a conventional liquid nitrogen cryostat. Thus, it h
all conditions that guarantee a more stringent test to the
oretical predictions. In addition to the crossover behavior,
also report on an investigation of the next-to-leading or
singular term in the divergence of the mass as coexistenc
approached. This is accessible because both the critica
ponent and amplitude of the leading-order, geomet
dominated contribution are known to high accuracy. T
next-to-leading order term is sensitive to the range of forc
and our results for the critical exponent and the amplitu
are in broad agreement with the theoretical predictions.

This paper is organized as follows. We describe in so
detail the torsional oscillator setup used in our measu
ments, with a particular emphasis to the determination of
vapor correction to the resonance frequency of the micro
ance. We then present the adsorption data taken and an
in detail the crossover effects.

II. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We have studied the film growth of liquid Ar on a ver
regular array of linear wedges sculpted on a thin Si wa
and on a stainless steel~SS! disk patterned by laser ablation
The silicon pattern is a regular array of parallel linear wedg
with an opening angle of 74° and a depth of 1.3mm sepa-
rated by a flat stripe 2mm wide, while that of the SS disk is
less regular and its channels are much deeper~;20 mm! and
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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wider ~;60 mm! ~see Ref.@12# for more details!.
The adsorption has been measured with a torsional o

lator. The sample is attached to the extremity of a harde
steel rod and is driven to the torsional resonant frequenc
the system,

n5
1

2p
AK

I
, ~1!

where K is the elastic constant andI the total moment of
inertia. A schematic drawing of the torsional disk oscillat
used in the measurements is shown in Fig. 1. The top vi
show the two sample geometries used in our study: Eith
disk of diameter;2 cm or two squared pieces of sid
;1 cm epoxied to the two opposite sides of the torsion r

As the substrate is exposed to a gas of densityr and
viscosity h, the resonance frequency changes because
variation in the moment of inertia,DI . If I 0 andn0 indicate
the moment of inertia and the resonance frequency
vacuum, respectively, then

DI

I 0
5S n0

n D 2

21'2
~n02n!

n0
, ~2!

where the linearization is justified by the small relative fr
quency change during the measurements~typically much less
than 0.1%).

The relative increaseDI /I 0 is caused by the mass of th
adsorbed film and by the hydrodynamic contribution due
the mass of the dynamically displaced fluid. For a unifo
disk of radiusR, it is expected@13,14# that the frequency
decrease due to this viscous coupling is equal to

n02n5
R4

4I 0
Aprhn[CAprhn, ~3!

whereC is a geometric factor independent of temperatur
We have evaluated this correction by taking extensive

por pressure adsorption isotherms of various rare gase
room temperature, where the only contribution of these s
stances to the frequency is caused by viscous coupling to
vapor. The empty symbols in Fig. 2 represent the rela

FIG. 1. Schematic drawings of the torsional oscillator housed
the double-wall copper cell. The top views indicate the two sam
geometries used in our study: Silicon squares and metallic disk
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frequency decrease measured with the SS disk as a fun
of the pressure of the vapor surrounding the substrate
constant temperature of 30 °C. The fact that these points
on straight lines already suggest aAr dependence, in agree
ment with Eq.~3!. The solid lines indicate the results of th
least squares fit to the data according to the same form
~3!, whereC is kept as a free parameter. The numerical va
of C is found to vary by less than 1% for the three gas
investigated. Similar agreement has been observed with
the disks analyzed.

In the case of the Si square substrates, the experime
points ~full symbols! do not display a linear behavior, indi
cating that formula~3! does not provide an accurate descr
tion of the data. We have then used an extension of
namely,

n02n5CAprhn1c~prhn!, ~4!

wherec depends on the gas investigated and may be t
perature dependent. The results of the least squares fits t
data according to Eq.~4! are indicated in the same Fig. 2
The value of these constants deduced from the least squ
fittings of the experimental data for the three gases ag
well with each other~within 10%!.

Finally, if we make the reasonable assumption that
equilibrium conditions a homogeneous film covers the s
strate, thenDI film /I 0 is proportional to the film massml .
Therefore, in general, apart a multiplicative factor,

ml;
n02n2CAprhn2c~prhn!

n0
[

n02n*

n0
, ~5!

wheren* represents the vapor corrected oscillator frequen
In particular, for the Si sample, the mass in grams of a liq
film adsorbed onto one face of the crystal isml50.077
3(n02n* )/n0.

The torsional mode is excited by means of a small pie
electric crystal acting onto the extremity of a stainless st
arm hard soldered to the torsion rod~see Fig. 1!. The oscil-
lations are detected by a similar piezo mounted in a symm

n
e
.

FIG. 2. Isotherms measured atT5303 K, showing the effect of
the vapor on the resonant frequency of the oscillator. Full symb
represent the data taken with the silicon squares, empty ones
to SS disk.
6-2
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ric way with respect to the other one. The induced voltag
amplified by a low noise homemade amplifier and a lock
technique locks the electronic circuit onto the resonant
quency of the microbalance.

The torsional oscillator is soldered onto a heavy br
disk 3 cm in diameter, which acts as a low-pass mechan
filter. The microbalance is mounted inside a double-wall c
per cell to reduce thermal gradients. The maximum temp
ture difference between the top and bottom parts inside
inner copper cell is estimated to be less than a fewmK. The
temperature stability is better than 1 mK.

To eliminate the pressure variations due to the daily
cillations in the temperature of the lab, we have placed
capacitance pressure gauge right before the cryostat.
open volume of the cell and of the sensor, which is kept a
constant temperature, can be sealed off from the gas sy
by means of a valve. In this way, the pressure reading
maintained stable within60.05 Torr for many days.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

With this setup, we have measured the adsorption of
films at a constant temperature of 85 K, about 1 K above the
Ar bulk triple point. Figure 3 shows the logarithm of th
corrected frequency shifts as a function of log10ln (Psat/P),
whereP is the pressure of the Ar vapor in equilibrium wit
the film and Psat is the corresponding value at saturati
@12#. For the sake of clarity, only the points nearPsat have
been plotted, that is, those forP/Psat*0.96. The choice of
the horizontal scale is motivated by the use of the ideal
formula for the chemical potential difference from saturatio
i.e., 2dm5kBT ln(Psat/P). The vapor correction to the
measured frequency has been carried out by fitting the
pressure data according to formula~4!, and thus deducing the
low temperature values of the two coefficientsC andc.

First of all, the isotherm on the structured Si stops a lit
earlier than the other one (Pfinal2Psat50.65 Torr instead of
0.15 Torr for the other one, corresponding to a relative pr
sure Pfinal /Psat50.9987 and 0.9997, respectively! for two

FIG. 3. Crossover from a flatlike to a geometrically dominat
regime in the film growth of Ar adsorbed on regular arrays of line
wedges. Log refers to log10 while ln denotes natural logarithm.
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technical reasons: The pressure gauge during these mea
ments was attached to the gas handling system and
placed very close to the sample cell, and the tempera
control was not as good. Similarly, the larger error bars
caused by the close vicinity to saturation. For instance,
final point of the SS isotherm in Fig. 3 refers to a press
only 0.10 Torr less thanPsat5572.45 Torr.

Apart from these aspects, the main feature of both i
therms is the presence of a sharp crossover from a plan
a geometrically dominated regime near bulk-liquid vapor c
existence when the channels start to get filled, similar to t
found numerically by Rasco´n and Parry in their mean field
analysis of wedges of different shapes@11#. Another interest-
ing feature of the data regards the location of the crosso
from flat to wedgelike behavior: As expected, the isother
in Fig. 3 indicate that this crossover moves closer toPsat as
the characteristic wedge size increases. For a quantita
analysis of these crossovers, we compare them with theo
ical expressions obtained from macroscopic argume
@5,10# and scaling theory@11#, which are consistent with the
explicit results of effective Hamiltonian studies@11#. Assum-
ing that theNW wedges are independent, the mass loading
the microbalance, measured in units of the atomic mas
Ar, can be conveniently decomposed into two terms,

ml

mAr
5MB1NWMW , ~6!

representing the background~B! and wedge~W! contribu-
tions, respectively. The background term arises from
usual planar wettinglike behavior that would occur on a fl
substrate. Thus we write

MB5~r l2rv!AS 2dm

H D 21/3

, ~7!

wherer l ,v represents the number density of liquid~vapor!
Ar, A is the total surface area of the patterned substrate,
H is the Hamaker constant. The wedgelike contributions r
resent the excess adsorption arising from the filling of
wedge troughs. To leading order, this is given by

MW5L
~ tana2a!s lv

2

~r l2rv!
~2dm!221••• , ~8!

wherea is the wedge tilt angle to the horizontal~i.e., the
opening angle isp22a), L is the ~macroscopic! character-
istic length of the channel, ands lv the liquid-vapor surface
tension. The ellipses represent next-to-leading order cor
tion terms. We return to these later since they do not sign
cantly affect the crossover behavior.

The form of the leading-order term in Eq.~8! can be
easily understood from macroscopic ideas@5#. A cross sec-
tion of the meniscus in the wedge is approximately the arc
a circle of radiusR5s lv /(r l2rv)(2dm). Then, the mac-
roscopic height of the filled region follows from the simp
condition that the meniscus profile touches the wedge w

r

6-3
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tangentially since the contact angle is zero. A straightforw
calculation of the enclosed volume of liquid leads directly
formula ~8!.

Provided the adsorption in the separate wedges is in
pendent, the approximation~6! with Eqs. ~7! and ~8! is an-
ticipated to provide a reasonably accurate description of
crossover from planar to wedgelike behavior observed in
isotherms. Of course, extremely close to bulk coexisten
where the meniscus fills each wedge to its brim, the indep
dent wedge assumption breaks down and finite-size peri
effects are important. However, this requires undersat
tions that are far beyond the limits of our experiment.

For the Si substrate, we have used the following para
eters:H51.25 eV Å3 @15#, NW52500,L51 cm equal to the
side of the Si square,a553°, while for the SS disk, the
quantities areNW;170, L;3.1 cm anda;34°. In the lit-
erature, the Hamaker constant of Ar on SS is not known.
have thus chosen to employ the same value as that for A
Si because~i! the dependence ofDI on H is rather weak, and
~ii ! the Hamaker constant does not vary too much with
type of the substrate: typically by less than a factor of 2@15#.

As an estimate of the crossover location, we follow R
@5# and determine the value of2dmcross at which the two
terms become equal. This is known to give a reliable indi
tion of the location of the crossover point compared with
numerical results obtained with effective Hamiltonian mo
els. Thus we anticipate crossover from planarlike to wed
like behavior for chemical potentials close to

2dmcross5
1

H1/5FNWL~ tana2a!s lv
2

~r l2rv!2r lA
G 3/5

. ~9!

The results expressed in terms of the pressure differe
from the saturation value aredP[Psat2Pcros50.05 Torr for
the SS sample anddP51.0 Torr for the patterned Si. Thes
theoretical values are to be compared with the experime
crossover positions deduced from the graph, which aredP
50.32 Torr anddP51.5 Torr, respectively. As expected, th
agreement with our crossover criterion is much better for
Si pattern, whose geometry is very well defined.

To finish, we make some brief remarks concerning
next-to-leading order contribution to the wedge adsorpt
~mass! term MW as (2dm)→0. Since the surface tensio
and bulk densities, etc., are known accurately, it is poss
to subtract the anticipated leading-order contribution app
ing in Eq. ~8! to test for higher-order singularities. This ca
be calculated using effective Hamiltonian theory and for
present system with dispersion forces is predicted to be
the order (2dm)24/3 @16#. More specifically, we expect tha
as (2dm)→0,

MW5LF ~ tana2a!s lv
2

~r l2rv!
~2dm!221

tanas lv

~2dm!

3S 2dm

H D 21/3

1•••G . ~10!

In Fig. 4, we show a log-log plot of the relative frequen
versus undersaturation after we have subtracted the pred
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leading-order contribution;(2dm)22 to the Ar data on sili-
con. The experimental data are affected by errors mainly
to the finite precision in the measurement of the satura
vapor pressure of Ar, while the leading term contains qu
tities such as the liquid-vapor tension and the total mom
of inertia, which are known within 5–10 %. We have com
puted the difference between the experimental data and
leading term of formula~10! by explicitly taking into ac-
count these uncertainties. Figure 4 shows the two resul
datasets whose slopes differ the most: Their values
21.35 and21.54, respectively, in good agreement with t
predicted value of24/3. From the two intercepts, we ca
also derive two estimates of the amplitudeA4/3 of the next-
to-leading order term: 8310239 and 4310242 g J4/3. The
large uncertainty is due to the very strong dependence ofA4/3
on the intercept. The theoretical value determined from f
mula ~10!, A4/351310240 g J4/3, is consistent with our find-
ing.

In conclusion, we have measured the adsorption of Ar
substrates patterned with arrays of linear wedges and
served a clear crossover from a planarlike to a geome
dominated growth regime, in good agreement with the
@11#. In the case of the regular Si pattern, its position agr
well with that derived by a simple criterion based on t
predicted film growth in a linear wedge. We have also be
able to test theoretical ideas for the form of the next-
leading order singularity in the divergence of the film ma
Within experimental error, these are also consistent with
predicted exponent24/3. However, due to limitations in ou
pressure resolution, we have not been able to observe
final, reentrant crossover to planarlike growth when t
wedges are completely filled and where the independ
wedge assumption breaks down.

We would like to particularly thank Giorgio Delfitto fo
his invaluable technical assistance.

FIG. 4. Determination of the next-to-leading order correcti
term to the mass divergence of the Ar adsorbed on the sili
sample. The two datasets correspond to the greatest and sm
predictions for the slope. Log refers to log10 while ln denotes natu-
ral logarithm. See text for further details.
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